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from the top down is a little like watching Minnesota United play Vardar Macedonia.
It’s kind of fun, but sort of pointless. The reason is this: Minnesota United FC can’t

play in the United States Open Cup until next summer, and three of their best players
— midfielder Rasmus Schuller, forward Christian Ramirez and goalkeeper Bobby

Shuttleworth — will be in Russia at the World Cup. Minnesota lost its first seven Open
Cup matches and has zero MLS points, and without them, the Loons are starting the
final month of the season with a 9-5-11 record that is tied for last in the West. So …

yeah. But the Ottawa Senators are playing a similar game, in reverse, and with less to
lose. Here’s the thing: The Ottawa Senators have won the MLS Cup in both 2016 and
2019 and were the last team to win back-to-back titles in their history — but they lost

four of their first six games and only have a single point all season, and once again
it’s the Eastern Conference that leads the NHL playoff chase. So … yeah. So, let’s face
it, the Ottawa Senators are a mess at the moment. They have six of the last 11 picks

in the first round, and have had back-to-back picks in each of the last two drafts. They
need a general manager, but as things stand right now, perhaps the best one is the

one who’s out of work. There are plenty of smart guys in management in North
America — perhaps even in Ottawa — who are trying to push their way into the

conversation. Most, like the Ottawa Senators’ GM Pierre Dorion, don’t have a team in
contention and not a thing to do. And some, like Chicago’s Rick Dunbar, have a team

they’d like to move (the Chicago Blackhawks), and maybe even a
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time.“Islands in the Stream,” by Geraldine
Brooks Published by Viking; reviewed in
February 2015 Geraldine Brooks’s third

novel, “Islands in the Stream,” is a simple
and exceptional read. It follows a group of
children and teenagers on their parents’
annual trip to Europe on a gap year. The
family members, who are all pursuing a
sport—the book details which one—are

spread across France, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy and Spain, and the

group’s reunion on the Spanish island of
Mallorca may be the best thing that’s ever

happened to them. The book—Brooks’s
first with a character other than

herself—also is a character study of a
family of best friends from childhood to
age 18. The parents, two couples, are

Mark and Helen and Nick and Cass, who
have always wanted to go to Europe on
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vacation and have done so a few times
together. When Nick and Cass are

accepted into the school that the boys’
basketball team’s coach directs after it
loses its star player to a spine injury, he

can’t help but “tell this to Helen and Mark:
No matter what it costs in terms of taxes
or beach time, I will get them to Europe.”

The book is, as one would expect, an
exercise in character study, where some

characters develop and deepen while
others are not as interesting. Nick is

perhaps the most interesting of the two,
though he’s only one of a host of

characters. Everyone feels like real people,
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